Holguin EDU 1302 Bibliotherapy

**Abandoned Children:** Available in JUV and Youth and general collection

**Acceptance:**
- Square cat / written and illustrated by Elizabeth Schoonmaker. Easy SCH
- The mixed-up chameleon / by Eric Carle. Easy CAR
- Alfred’s nose / Vivilene Flesher. Easy FLE
- The OK book / Amy Krouse Rosenthal & Tom Lichtenheld. Easy ROS
- The Duchess of Whimsy: an absolutely delicious fairy tale / by Randall de Seve. Easy DES
- Freckleface Strawberry / Julianne Moore; illustrated by LeUyen Pham. Easy MOO
- Wild & Wooly / by Mary Jessie Parker; illustrated by Shannon McNeil. Easy PAR
- The boy who grew flowers / written by Jen Wojtowicz; illustrated by Steve Adams. Easy WOJ
- Clumsy crab / by Ruth Galloway. Easy GAL
- Jackalope / written by Janet Stevens & Susan Stevens Crummell; illustrated by Janet Stevens. Easy STE

**Adoption:**
- Adoption / Fred Rogers; photographs by Jim Judkis. Easy ROG
- Sweet moon baby: an adoption tale / written by Karen Henry Clark; illustrated by Patrice Barton. Easy CLA
- Over the moon: an adoption tale / Karen Katz. Easy KAT
- My Mei Mei / Ed Young. Easy YOU
- The red Blanket / by Eliza Thomas; illustrated by Joe Cepeda. Easy THO
- You’re not my real mother! / by Molly Friedrich; illustrated by Christy Hale. Easy FRI
- Emma’s strange pet / story by Jean Little; pictures by Jennifer Plecas. Easy LIT
- Let’s get a pup! Said Kate / Bob Graham. Easy GRA
- Pablo’s tree / by Pat Mora; illustrated Cecily Lang. Easy MOR

**Anger:**
- Anh’s anger / Gail Silver; Illustrations by Christiane Kromer. Easy SIL
- Boze Draak. Spanish / Robberecht, Thierry. Easy ROB
- Boku ok-asan no Koto. English / Sakai, Komako. Easy SAK
- Mouse was mad / Linda Urban; illustrated by Henry Cole. Easy URB
- The day Leo said I hate you! / by Robie H. Harris; illustrated by Molly Bang. Easy HAR
- At daddy’s on Saturdays / Linda Walvoord Girard; illustrations by Judith Friedman. Easy GRI

**Anxiety:**
- Don’t want to go! / Shirley Hughes. Easy HUG
- Llama Llama misses Mama / Anna Dewdney. Easy DEW
- Jake starts school / by Michael Wright. Easy WRI
- The monster who did my math / written by Danny Schnitzlein; illustrated by Bill Mayer. Easy SCH
- Mommy in my pocket / by Carol Hunt Senderak; illustrated by Hiroe Nakata. Easy SEN
- Silly Billy. Spanish / Browne, Anthony. Easy BRO
- Math Curse / Jon Scieszka and Lane Smith. Easy SCI

**Autism:**
- My brother Charlie / written by Holly Robinson Peete and Ryan Elizabeth Pete. Easy PEE
Babysitters:
   No babysitters allowed / Amber Stewart; illustrated by Laura Rankin. Easy STE
   Don’t want to go! / Shirley Hughes. Easy HUG
   Froggy’s best babysitter / Jonathan London; illustrated by Frank Remkiewicz. Easy LON
   Carl’s snowy afternoon / Alexandra Day. Easy Day
   Daisy Jane, best-ever flower girl / by Ann Megan McDonald;
   illustrated by Claudine Gevry. Easy MCD
   Amelia Bedelia under construction / Herman Parish; Pictures by Lynn Sweat. Easy PAR
   Elmo’s first babysitter. Spanish / Sarah Albee. Easy ALB
   Looking after little Ellie / written and illustrated by Dosh and Mike Archer. Easy ARC
   Don’t forget to come back! / Robie H. Harris; pictures by Harry Bliss. Easy HAR
   Five little monkeys play hide –and-seek / [Eileen Cristelow]. Easy CRI
   Good dog, Carl / by Alexandra Day. Easy DAY
   Amelia Bedelia and the baby /Peggy Parish; pictures by Lynn Sweat. Easy PA

Bullying:
   Henry and the bully / Nancy Carlson. Easy CAR
   Goal! / Miina Javaherbin; illustrated by A.G. Ford. Easy JAV
   No! / David McPhail. Easy MCP
   Petit zizi. English / Thierry Lenain. Easy LEN
   One / by Kathryn Otoshi. Easy OTO
   Lucy and the bully / by Claire Alexander. Easy ALE
   The tale of Sir Dragon: dealing with bullies for kids (and dragons) / written by Jean Pedkziwol. Easy PEN
   Bully / Judith Caseley. Easy CAS

Cancer:
   The rainbow feelings of cancer: a book for children who have a loved one with cancer/ Carrie Marti. Easy MAR

Cerebral palsy:
   Ballerina dreams: a true story/ by Lauren Thompson; photographs by James Estrin. Easy THO

Cheating:
   Available in JUV and Youth

Competition:
   Shark vs. train / by Chris Barton. Easy BAR
   The legend of Ninja Cowboy Bear / David Bruins and Hilary Leung. Easy BRU
   A day at the races / by Frank Berrios; illustrated by the Disney Storybook Artists. Night vision. Easy BER
   The donut chef / by Bob Staake. Easy STA
   The great cake bake / Helen Ketteman; illustrations by Matt Collins. Easy KET
   Hunter & Stripe and the soccer showdown / by Laura Malone Elliott;
   illustrations by Lynn Munsinger. Easy ELL

Conduct of Life:
   Your daddy was just like you / by Kelly Bennett; illustrated by David Walker. Easy BEN
   Little Rabbit and The Meanest Mother on Earth / Kate Klise;
   illustrated by M. Sarah Klise. Easy KLI
   Boze draak. Spanish / Robberecht, Thierry. Easy ROB
   Sneaky sheep / by Chris Monroe. Easy MON
   The nine lives of Rotten Ralph / written by Jack Gantos;
   illustrated by Nicole Rubel. Easy GAN
   Trouble gum / Matthew Cordell. Easy COR
How do dinosaurs say I love you? / Jane Yolen; illustrated by Mark Teague.   Easy YOL
Little Blue Truck leads the way / written by Alice Schertle; illustrated by Jill McElmurry.   Easy SCH
We are girls who love to run = Somos chicas ya a nosotras nos encanta correr / By Brianna K. Grant.   Easy GRA
Big words for little people / Jamie Lee Curtis & Laura Cornell.   Easy CUR
A cold winter’s Good Knight / Shelly Moore Thomas; pictures by Jennifer Plecas.   Easy THO
Shopping with Dad / Matt Harvey and Miriam Latimer.   Easy HAR
The golden rule / by Ilene Cooper; illustrated by Gabi Swiatkowska.   Easy COO
Tyson the Terrible / Diane and Christyan Fox.   Easy FOX
C’est mon papa. Spanish / Brun-Cosme, Nadine.   Easy Bru
You’ll be sorry / by Josh Schneider.   Easy SCH
Happy Valentine’s Day, Dolores / Barbara Samuels.   Easy SAM
Christina keeps a promise / Virginia Kroll; illustrated by Enrique O. Sanchez.   Easy KRO

Confidence:
Bridget’s beret / Tom Lichtenheld.   Easy LIC
The Eensy Weensy Spider freaks out! (Big time) / written and illustrated by Troy Cummings.   Easy CUM
Ace Lacewing, Bug Detective : the big swat / David Biedrzycki.   Easy BIE
Peep! : a little book about taking a leap / written and illustrated by Maria van Lieshout ; designed. Easy VAN
Pouch! / David Ezra Stein.   Easy STE
No! That's wrong! / by Zhaohua Ji and Cui Xu.   Easy JI
One green apple / by Eve Bunting ; illustrated by Ted Lewin.   Easy BUN
Queen of the scene / by Queen Latifah ; illustrated by Frank Morrison.   Easy LAT
I like myself! / Karen Beaumont ; illustrated by David Catrow.   Easy BEA
The dot / Peter H. Reynolds.   Easy REY
Ish. Spanish.   Easy REY
Ish / Peter H. Reynolds.   Easy REY

Death:
Harry & Hopper / Margaret Wild ; [illustrations by] Freya Blackwood.   Easy WIL
Big Cat Pepper / Elizabeth Partridge ; illustrated by Lauren Castillo.
    Partridge, Elizabeth.   Easy PAR
Uncle monarch and the Day of the Dead / Judy Goldman ; illustrated by Rene King Moreno.   Easy GOL
Her mother's face / by Roddy Doyle ; illustrated by Freya Blackwood.   Easy DOY
The forever dog / by Bill Cochran ; illustrated by Dan Andreasen.   Easy DOY
Yäjk'o'kpë mëti'pë ijty nëkoo tyekypye'typyënë. English & Spanish.   Easy TOL
The bake shop ghost / by Jacqueline K. Ogburn ; illustrated by Marjorie Priceman.   Easy OGB
Up in heaven / Emma Chichester Clark.   Easy CHI
Saying goodbye to Lulu / by Corinne Demas ; illustrated by Ard Hoyt.   Easy DEM
Jasper's day / written by Marjorie Blain Parker ; illustrated by Janet Wilson.   Easy PAR
Rudi's pond / by Eve Bunting ; illustrated by Ronald Himler.   Easy DIS
A dog like Jack / DyAnne DiSalvo-Ryan.   Easy DIS
I'll always love you / by Hans Wilhelm.   Easy WIL
Nana Upstairs & Nana Downstairs / written and illustrated by Tomie de Paola.   Easy DEP
When a pet dies / by Fred Rogers ; photographs by Jim Judkis.   Easy ROG
When dinosaurs die : a guide to understanding death /
    Laurie Krasny Brown and Marc Brown.   Easy BRO
Kawaiisan na z'ō. English. Easy TSU

The tenth good thing about Barney / Judith Viorst ; illustrated by Erik Blegvad. Easy VIO

Everett Anderson's goodbye / by Lucille Clifton; illustrated by Ann Grifalconi. Easy CLI

Deployment

Nugget on the flight deck / Patricia Newman ; illustrated by Aaron Zenz. Easy NEW

Stars above us / by Geoffrey Norman ; illustrated by E.B. Lewis. Easy NOR

Disability (developmental):

My pal, Victor = Mi amigo, Victor / written by / escrito por Diane Gonzales Bertrand ; illustrated by / ilustrado por Robert L. Sweetland ; translated by / traducción por Eida de la Vega. Easy BER

Just because / Rebecca Elliott. Easy ELL

Divorce:

Divorce / Fred Rogers; photographs by Jim Judkis. Easy ROG

My parents are divorced, my elbows have nicknames, and other facts about me / by Bill Cochran; illustrated by Steve Bjormann. Easy COC

Fred stays with me / Nancy Coffelt ; illustrated by Tricia Tusa. Easy COF

Just like always. Spanish. Easy PER

The days of summer / written by Eve Bunting ; illustrated by William Low. Easy BUN

I don't want to talk about it / by Jeanie Franz Ransom ; [afterword by Philip Stahl] Easy RAN

At daddy's on Saturdays / Linda Walvoord Girard ; illustrations by Judith Friedman. Easy GIR

Eyeglasses:

Pearl and Wagner : four eyes / Kate McMullan ; pictures by R.W. Alley. Easy MCM

I wish I had glasses like Rosa / written by Kathryn Heling and Deborah Hembrook ; illustrated by Bon Easy HEL

Arthur's eyes / by Marc Brown. Easy BRO

Blueberry eyes / written by Monica Driscoll Beatty ; illustrated by Peg Michel. Easy BEA

Family problems:

Chair for my mother. Spanish

Un sillon para mi mama / por Vera B. Williams ; traducido por Aida E. Marcuse. Easy WIL

A family that fights / Sharon Chesler Bernstein ; illustrated by Karen Ritz. Easy BER

Saltypie : a Choctaw journey from darkness into light / by Tim Tingle ; with illustrations by Karen clarckson

Clifford the big red dog. Everyone loves Clifford! and good friends, good times [videorecording] / S Easy EVES

Fear (dreams) (monsters) (dark):

Sweet dreams, Pooh / Kathleen W. Zoehfeld ; illustrated by Robbin Cuddy.

Feeling left- out : Easy ZOE

Scary night. Spanish & English. Easy SUE

Christmas is here / words from the King James Bible ; illustrated by Lauren Castillo. Easy BIB

On a windy night / by Nancy Raines Day ; illustrated by George Bates. Easy DAY

The pout-pout fish in the big-big dark / Deborah Diesen ; pictures by Dan Hanna. Easy DIE

The fox in the dark / by Alison Green ; illustrated by Deborah Allwright. Easy GRE

Scaredy Squirrel at night / by Mélanie Watt. Easy WAT

Don't be afraid, Little Pip / Karma Wilson ; illustrated by Jane Chapman. Easy WIL

Tiny & Hercules / Amy Schwartz. Easy SCH

Nuit noir. English. Easy DEM

Horrible Harry on the ropes / by Suzy Kline ; pictures by Amy Wummer. Easy KLI
Miss Mingo and the fire drill / Jamie Harper. Easy HAR
Stars above us / by Geoffrey Norman; illustrated by E.B. Lewis. Norman, Geoffrey. Easy NOR
Miedo a todo / [texto] Anatxu Zabalbeascoa; [ilustraciones] Ximena Maier. Easy ZAB
Little engine that could. Spanish. Easy PIP
Yuki's ride home / Manya Tessler. Easy TES
Sergio makes a splash / by Edel Rodriguez. Easy ROD
Gorgonzola: a very stinkysaurus / by Margie Palatini; illustrated by Tim Bowers. Easy PAL
Queen of Halloween / by Mary Engelbreit. Easy ENG
Emily Gravett's big book of fears. Easy GRA
The boy who wouldn't swim / by Deb Lucke. Easy LUC
Spark the firefighter / by Stephen Krensky; illustrated by Amanda Haley. Easy KRE
No babysitters allowed / Amber Stewart; illustrated by Laura Rankin. Easy STE
The doghouse / Jan Thomas. Easy THO
Help! : a story of friendship / Holly Keller. Easy KEL
The crow (a not so scary story) / [written and illustrated by] Alison Paul. Easy PAU
Tear thief. Spanish. Easy DUE
La canción de Gabriela: cómo me adapto a un lugar nuevo? / por la Dra. Isabel con Eric Vasallo; il Easy GOM
"I'm not scared!" / Jonathan Allen. Easy ALL
Big chickens / Leslie Helakoski; illustrated by Henry Cole. Easy HEL
There are monsters everywhere / written and illustrated by Mercer Mayer. Easy MAY
Jitterbug jam / Barbara Jean Hicks; pictures by Alexis Deacon. Easy HIC
Snip snap! : what's that? / by Mara Bergman; illustrated by Nick Maland. Easy BER
Ben over night / by Sarah Ellis; illustrated by Kim LaFave. Easy ELL
Lights out / Arthur Geisert. Easy GUE
A dark and noisy night: a silly thriller with Peggy the pig / Lisa Thiesing. Easy THI
SpongeBob goes to the doctor / by Steven Banks; illustrated by Zina Saunders. Easy BAN
Henry's show and tell / by Nancy Carlson. Easy CAR
The Scaredy Cats / by Barbara Bottner; pictures by Victoria Chess. Easy BOT
Ruler of the courtyard / by Rukhsana Khan; illustrated by R. Gregory Christie. Easy KHA
Miss Spider's tea party: the counting book / David Kirk. Easy KIR
Amanda pig and the awful, scary monster / Jean Van Leeuwen;
pictures by Ann Schweninger. Easy VAN
Something might happen / Helen Lester; illustrated by Lynn Munsinger. Easy LESS
Olvina flies / written and illustrated by Grace Lin. Easy LIN
Jenny is scared: when sad things happen in the world / written by Carol Shuman;
illustrated by Car. Easy SCH
When I feel scared / written by Cornelia Maude Spelman;
illustrated by Kathy Parkinson. Easy SPE
Give Maggie a chance / by Frieda Wishinsky; illustrated by Dean Griffiths. Easy WIS
The custodian from the black lagoon / by Mike Thaler; pictures by Jared Lee. Easy THA
Oh, bother! Someone's afraid of the dark! / by Betty Birney;
illustrated by Darrell Baker. Easy BIR
Little Toot / [story adapted by Linda Gramatky-Smith;
illustrated by Laurie Struck Long]. Easy GRA
Mirette on the high wire / Emily Arnold McCully. Easy MCC
The little old lady who was not afraid of anything / by Linda Williams;
illustrated by Megan Lloyd. Easy WIL

Fighting:

Orange you glad it's Halloween, Amber Brown? /
Paula Danziger; illustrated by Tony Ross. Easy DAN

Dog train. Boynton, Sandra. Easy BOY

Ora the sea monster. English & Spanish. Easy MEI

El coche de bomberos de Maisy/Lucy Cousins; [adaptación, Raquel Mancera]. Easy COU

Frustration:

When a pet dies / by Fred Rogers; photographs by Jim Judkis. Easy ROG

Friendship:

Silly Goose's big story / Keiko Kasza. Easy KAS

Fancy Nancy and the mermaid ballet / written by Jane O'Connor; illustrated by Robin Preiss Glasser. Easy OCO

Silly Goose's big story / Keiko Kasza. Easy KAS

Adventure time. It came from the nightsphere [DVD]. Easy IT

Truck buddies. Spanish & English. Easy CRO

Moopy the underground monster. English & Spanish. Easy MEI

Snow trouble. Spanish & English. Easy CRO

The secret world of Arrietty [DVD]/Studio Ghibli ... [et al.] present; planning & screenplay by Hayao Miyazai; produced by Toshio Suzuki; directed by Hiromasa Yonebayashi. Easy SEC

Joe and Sparky, superstars! / Jamie Michalak; illustrated by Frank Remkiewicz. Easy MIC

I'm not / not drawn by Pam Smallcomb; not written by Robert Weinstock. Easy SMA

Poinxeder makes a friend / Mike Twohy. Easy TWO

Harry & Hopper / Margaret Wild; [illustrations by] Freya Blackwood. Easy WIL

Waddles / David McPhail. Easy MCP

Brownie Groundhog and the February fox / by Susan Blackaby; illustrated by Carmen Segovia. Easy BLA

Rapunzel and the golden rule / by Barbara Barzaldua; illustrated by Studio Iboix; Jasmine and the the two tigers/ by Lara Bergen, illustrated by Studio Iboix. Easy BAZ

Clifford the big red dog. Dog days of summer [DVD]. Easy DOG

Spot loves his friends / Eric Hill. Easy HIL

A very big bunny / Marisabina Russo. Easy RUS

Hey, Rabbit! / Sergio Ruzzier. Easy RUI

Porky and Bess / by Ellen Weiss and Mel Friedman; illustrated by Marsha Winborn. Easy WEI

Forever friends / Carin Berger. Easy BER

Cat the cat, who is that? / by Mo Willems. Easy WIL

I'm the best / Lucy Cousins. Easy COU

The Jellybeans and the big Book Bonanza / by Laura Numeroff and Nate Evans; illustrated by Lynn Mun. Easy NUM

Swim! Swim! [by Lerch]. Easy LER

Azad's camel / Erika Pál. Easy PAL

A bedtime for Bear / Bonny Becker; illustrated by Kady MacDonald Denton. Easy BEC

City Dog, Country Frog / words, Mo Willems; pictures, Jon J Muth. Easy WIL

Disappearing Desmond / Anna Alter. Easy ALT

Mouse and Mole, a winter wonderland / Wong Herbert Yee. Easy YEE

Otis & Sydney and the best birthday ever / by Laura Numeroff; illustrated by Dan Andreasen. Easy NUM

Up and down / Oliver Jeffers. Easy JEF

The little white owl / Tracey Corderoy; [illustrations by] Jane Chapman. Easy COR

Bink & Gollie / Kate DiCamillo and Alison McGhee; illustrated by Tony Fucile. Easy DIC
A sick day for Amos McGee / written by Philip C. Stead; illustrated by Erin E. Stead. Easy STE
Just because / Rebecca Elliott. Easy ELL

Goall / Mina Javaherbin; illustrated by A.G. Ford. Easy JAV
Birds of a feather / adapted by Susan Korman. Easy KOR
Big Pig and Little Pig. Spanish & English. Easy MCP
Cork & Fuzz: finders keepers / by Dori Chaconas; illustrated by Lisa McCue. Easy CHA
Budgie & Boo / [written and illustrated by] David McPhail. Easy MCP
Ladybug Girl and Bumblebee Boy / [text] by David Soman and Jacky Davis;
[pictures by David Soman]. Easy SOM
Sneaky Weasel / Hannah Shaw. Easy SHA
Moon rabbit / by Natalie Russell. Easy RUS
Abigail spells / by Anna Alter. Easy ALT
Pigs make me sneeze! : an elephant & piggie book / by Mo Willems. Easy WIL
Little Red's autumn adventure / Sarah Ferguson, The Duchess of York;
illustrated by Sam Williams. Easy FER
Gros Lapin. English. Easy BAD
Tarra & Bella: the elephant and dog who became best friends /
text and photography by Carol Buckley. Easy BUC
Tiny & Hercules / Amy Schwartz. Easy SCH
Poodle and Hound / Kathryn Lasky; illustrated by Mitch Vane. Easy LAS
The legend of Ninja Cowboy Bear / David Bruins and Hilary Leung. Easy BRU
Andy Shane and the barn sale mystery / Jennifer Richard Jacobson;
illustrated by Abby Carter. Easy JAC
Gary and Ray / Sarah Adams. Easy ADA
A day at the races / by Frank Berrios; illustrated by the Disney Storybook Artists.
Night vision / by Dennis “Rocket” Shealy; illustrated by the Disney
Storybook Artists. Easy BER
Danny Diamondback / by Barry E. Jackson. Easy JAC
I love my new toy! / by Mo Willems. Easy WIL
Little Quack's new friend / by Lauren Thompson; pictures by Derek Anderson. Easy THO
Dimity Duck / Jane Yolen & Sebastien Braun. Easy YOL
I will surprise my friend! / by Mo Willems. Easy WIL
Penguin. Spanish. Easy DUN
Dog and Bear: two's company / Laura Vaccaro Seeger. Easy SEE
Cork & Fuzz: the collectors / by Dori Chaconas; illustrated by Lisa McCue. Easy CHA
George and Martha: round and round / written and illustrated by James Marshall. Easy MAR
George and Martha: the best of friends: two stories about two great friends /
written and illustrated by James Marshall. Easy MAR
Yoon and the jade bracelet / Helen Recorvits; pictures by Gabi Swiatkowska. Easy REC
A visitor for Bear / Bonny Becker; illustrated by Kady MacDonald Denton. Easy BEC
The cardboard piano / by Lynne Rae Perkins. Easy PER
Are you ready to play outside? / by Mo Willems. Easy WIL
The mystery / by Maxwell Eaton III. Easy EAT
The pet dragon: a story about adventure, friendship, and Chinese characters /
Christoph Niemann. Easy NIE
Katie loves the kittens / John Himmelman. Easy HIM
Stinky: a toon book / by Eleanor Davis. Easy DAV
Corduroy / story and pictures by Don Freeman. FRE
Wild & Woolly / by Mary Jessie Parker ; illustrated by Shannon McNeill. Easy PAR
Root beer and banana / Sarah Sullivan ; illustrated by Greg Shed. Easy SUL
Up and at 'em with Winnie & Ernst / Gina Freschet. Easy FRE
Splendid friend, indeed / Suzanne Bloom. Easy BLO
Hunter & Stripe and the soccer showdown / by Laura Malone Elliott ;
illustrations by Lynn Munsinger. Easy ELL
Your pal Mo Willems presents Leonardo the terrible monster /
[text and illustrations by] Mo Willems. Easy WIL
Danitra Brown, class clown / by Nikki Grimes ; illustrated by E.B. Lewis. Easy GRI
Toot & Puddle : wish you were here / by Holly Hobbie. Easy HOB
Drops. Spanish. Easy VAN
Riley and Rose in the picture / Susanna Gretz. Easy GRE
Quinito's neighborhood = El vecindario de Quinito / Ina Cumpiano ;
illustrations by José Ramírez. Easy CUM
Cat and Fish / Joan Grant ; illustrated by Neil Curtis. Easy GRA
One for all - all for one / Brigitte Weninger; illustrated by Eve Tharlet;
translated by Kathryn Bishop. Easy WEN
Wish you were here / Moritz Petz ; illustrated by Quentin Gréban ;
translated by J. Alison James. Easy PET
Wer ist der grossste. Spanish. Easy MAA
Amigos / Todd Parr ; [adaptación, Ester Rubio]. Easy PAR
Conoce a Strawberry Shortcake / ilustrado por Lisa Workman. Easy CON
Lost and found. Spanish. ESL Easy JEF
Misery Moo / Jeanne Willis and Tony Ross. Easy WIL
Hot day on Abbott Avenue / by Karen English ; illustrated by Javaka Steptoe. Easy ENG
Rooster can't cock-a-doodle-doo / by Karen Rostoker-Gruber ;
pictures by Paul Rátz de Tagyos. Easy ROS
Wallace's lists / Barbara Bottner and Gerald Kruglik ;
illustrated by Olof Landström. Easy BOT
Boris and Bella / written by Carolyn Crimi ; illustrated by Gris Grimly. Easy CRI
Ruby bakes a cake / by Susan Hill ; pictures by Margie Moore. Easy HIL
Toot & Puddle : the new friend / by Holly Hobbie. Easy HOB
Birthday in the barrio / story, Mayra L. Dole ; illustrations, Tonel =
Cumpleaños en el barrio. Easy DOL
Olive, my love / written by Vivian Walsh ; illustrated by J. Otto Seibold. Easy WAL
Howler / Michael Rosen ; [illustrated by] Neal Layton. Easy ROS
My pal, Victor = Mi amigo, Victor / written by /
escrito por Diane Gonzales Bertrand. Easy BER
The red book / by Barbara Lehman. Easy LEH
The Rattlesnake who went to school / Craig Kee Strete ;
illustrated by Lynne Cravath. Easy STR
What pets teach us. Easy DON
Mis amigos = My friends / George Ancona ;
with Alma Flor Ada and F. Isabel Campoy. Easy ANC
With lots of love / by Hans Wilhelm. Easy WIL
Biscuit visits the pumpkin patch / by Alyssa Satin Capucilli ;
pictures by Pat Schories. Easy CAP
The Secret remedy book : a story of comfort and love / by Karin Cates ;
illustrated by Wendy Anderson. Easy CAT
Once upon a time / story and pictures by Niki Daly. Easy DAL
The cat who liked potato soup / Terry Farish ; illustrated by Barry Root. Easy FAR
Fran's friend / by Lisa Bruce ; illustrated by Rosalind Beardshaw. Easy BRU
Elinor and Violet : two naughty chickens at the beach /
by Patti Beling Murphy. Easy Easy MUR
Winnie & Ernst / Gina Freschet. Easy FRE
When Marcus Moore moved in / Rebecca Bond. Easy BON
There once was a puffin / Florence Page Jaques ; illustrated by Shari Halpern. Easy JAQ
Pearl and Wagner : two good friends / by Kate McMullan ;
pictures by R.W. Alley. Easy MCM
New pig in town / story by Lisa Wheeler ; pictures by Frank Ansley. Easy WHE
Gekke buren. English. Easy SCH
Jennifer Jones won't leave me alone / Frieda Wishinsky ;
[illustrated by] Neal Layton. Easy WIS
Wo die schaluppen glitzern. Spanish. Easy MOO
Clarabella's teeth / An Vrombaut. Easy VRO
Pinkie Pie's spooky dream / by Jodi Huelin ; illustrated by Ken Edwards. Easy HUE
My friend Rabbit / Eric Rohmann. Easy ROH
Big Al and Shrimpy / Andrew Clements ; [illustrated by] Yoshi. Easy CLE
All for one / Jill Murphy. Easy MUR
Toot & Puddle : top of the world / by Holly Hobbie. Easy HOB
Unlovable / Dan Yaccarino. Easy YAC
Gossie & Gertie / [written and illustrated by] Olivier Dunrea. Easy DUN
Happy Birthday to you, you belong in a zoo / Diane deGroat. Easy DEG
Rudi's pond / by Eve Bunting ; illustrated by Ronald Himler. Easy BUN
Regenbogenfisch hilft einen Fremdling. Spanish. Easy PFI
Rainbow Fish to the rescue / Marcus Pfister ;
[adapted by J. Alison James from her translation]. Easy PFI
How to be a friend : a guide to making friends and keeping them /
Laurie Krasny Brown and Marc Brown. Easy BRO
Toot and Puddle / by Holly Hobbie. Easy HOB
My life with the wave / based on the story by Octavio Paz ;
translated and adapted for children by Catherine Cowan. Easy COW
Too many pumpkins / Linda White ; illustrated by Megan Lloyd. Easy WHI
El pez arco iris / texto e ilustraciones de Marcus Pfister. Easy PFI
My best friend / Pat Hutchins. Easy HUT
The bracelet / story by Yoshiko Uchida ; illustrated by Joanna Yardley. Easy UCH
Chester's way / by Kevin Henkes. Easy HEN
Molly the brave and me / by Jane O'Connor ; illustrated by Sheila Hamanaka. Easy JEN
Best friend ever. Easy SCA
The popcorn dragon / written by Jane Thayer ; illustrated by Lisa McCue. Easy THA
George and Martha 'round and 'round / James Marshall. Easy MAR
A weekend with Wendell / by Kevin Henkes. Easy HEN
Rupert, Polly, and Daisy / by Jody Silver. Easy SIL
Big dog-- little dog. Spanish & English. Easy EAS
Frog and toad all year / by Arnold Lobel. Easy LOB
Little gorilla / story and pictures by Ruth Bornstein. Easy BOR
Frog and toad together / by Arnold Lobel. Easy LOB
Ira sleeps over / by Bernard Waber. Easy WAB
Gay parents:
Daddy, papa, and me / by Leslea Newman ; illustrated by Carol Thompson. Easy NEW
Donovan's big day / by Lesléa Newman ; illustrations by Mike Dutton. Easy NEW
Mom and Mum are getting married! / written by Ken Setterington; illustrated by Alice Priestley. Easy SET
Heather has two mommies / written by Lesléa Newman; illustrated by Diana Souza. HQ75.53.N48 2000

Grandparents:
The Tooth Fairy meets El Ratón Pérez / by René Colato Laiñez; illustrated by Tom Lintern. Easy COL
Amelia Bedelia's first apple pie / by Herman Parish ; pictures by Lynne Avril. Easy PAR
Knuffle Bunny free: an unexpected diversion / by Mo Willems. Easy WIL
Peekaboo bedtime / Rachel Isadora. Easy ISA
Angelina, star of the show / story by Katharine Holabird ; illustrations by Helen Craig. Easy HOL
Abuelos / story by Pat Mora ; pictures by Amelia Lau Carling;
with Alma Flor Ada and F. Isabel Campoy. Easy MOR
April foolishness / by Teresa Bateman ; illustrated by Nadine Bernard Westcott. Easy BAT
Bunny Christmas : a family celebration / by Rick Walton ; illustrated by Paige Miglio. Easy WAL
A little bit of trouble / by Sally Grindley ; illustrated by Eleanor Taylor. Easy GRI
Climb the family tree, Jesse Bear! / by Nancy White Carlstrom;
illustrated by Bruce Degen. Easy CAR
I love Saturdays y domingos. Spanish. Easy ADA
The squeaky, creaky bed / by Pat Thomson ; illustrated by Niki Daly. Easy THO
The rowdy, rowdy ranch / by Ethriam Cash Brammer ; illustrations by D. Nina Cruz = Allá en el Ranch. Easy BRA
The days of summer / written by Eve Bunting ; illustrated by William Low. Easy BUN
The Berenstain bears at the week at grandma's / Stan & Jan Berenstain. Easy BER

Grief:
Harry & Hopper / Margaret Wild ; [illustrations by] Freya Blackwood. Easy WIL
The blue house dog / Deborah Blumenthal ; illustrated by Adam Gustavson. Easy BLU
Her mother's face / by Roddy Doyle ; illustrated by Freya Blackwood. Easy DOY
Saying goodbye to Lulu / by Corinne Demas ; illustrated by Ard Hoyt. Easy DEM
The best cat in the world / written by Lesléa Newman ; illustrated by Ronald Himler. Easy NEW
Up in heaven / Emma Chichester Clark. Easy CHI
Goodbye, Mousie / by Robie H. Harris ; illustrated by Jan Ormerod. Easy HAR
A dog like Jack / DyAnne DiSalvo-Ryan. Easy DIS
Everett Anderson's goodbye / by Lucille Clifton ; illustrated by Ann Grifalconi. Easy CLI

Happiness:
The boy who cried fabulous / by Lesléa Newman ; illustrated by Peter Ferguson. Easy NEW
Pete the cat and his four groovy buttons / story by Eric Litwin ; created &
illustrated by James Dea. Easy LIT
If you're happy and you know it! / by James Warhola. Easy WAR
If you're happy and you know it! / Jan Ormerod ; Lindsey Gardiner. Easy ORM
Little tree : a story for children with serious medical problems / written by Joyce C. Mills;
Illus. Easy MIL
Perfect square / Michael Hall. Easy HAL
If you’re a monster and you know it / by Rebecca Emberley & Ed Emberley.  Easy EMB
Baby happy, baby sad / Leslie Patricelli.  Easy PAT
The boy who cried fabulous / by Lesléa Newman ; illustrated by Peter Ferguson.  Easy NEW
Misery Moo / Jeanne Willis and Tony Ross.  Easy WIL
Jubal’s wish / story by Audrey Wood ; pictures by Don Wood.  Easy WOO

Honesty:
I’m telling the truth. Spanish.  Easy THO
Arthur’s classroom fib / Marc Brown.  Easy BRO
Benno buitengewoon. English  Easy ROB
Little fish who cried shark! Spanish. El pez que gritaba tiiburon / Trish Phillips; [adaptacion, Carmen Gil].  Easy PHI
Harriet and the garden / Nancy Carlson.  Easy CAR
Jackalope / written by Janet Stevens & Susan Stevens Crummel;
illustrated by Janet Stevens.  Easy STE
The summer my father was ten / by Pat Brisson ; illustrated by Andrea Shine. Easy BRI

Humiliation
Tear thief. Spanish.  Easy DUF

Hygiene:
Sloppy Joe / by Dave Keane ; illustrated by Denise Brunkus.  Easy KEA
Theodore / Edward Ormondroyd ; pictures by Juli Kangas. Easy ORM
Little Rabbit and The Meanest Mother on Earth / Kate Klise ;
illustrated by M. Sarah Klise.  Easy KLI
I won’t comb my hair! / by Annette Langen ; illustrated by Frauke Bahr  Easy LAN
Cómo cuidar mi pelo [electronic resource] = Taking care of my hair /
by/por Terri DeGezelle.  Easy DEG
Taking care of my teeth. Spanish & English  Easy DEG
Clarabella’s teeth / An Vrombaut.  Easy VRO
Once upon a potty: girl / written and illustrated by Alona Frankel.  Easy FR

Imaginary friends:
Pinkalicious : School rules! / by Victoria Kann. Easy KAN
The Man in the Moon / William Joyce ; edited by Laura Geringer Books.  Easy JOY

Imagination:
Alexander’s pretending day / by Bunny Crumpacker ;
illustrated by Dan Andreasen. Easy CRU
And to think that I saw it on Mulberry street. Spanish / Seuss, DR. Easy SEU
Silly Goose’s big story / Keiko Kasza.  Easy KAS
Bear feels sick / Karma Wilson ; illustrations by Jane Chapman. Easy WIL
It’s a tiger! / by David LaRochelle ; illustrated by Jeremy Tankard. Easy LAR
On my way to the bath / Sarah Maizes ;
illustrations by Michael Paraskevas. Easy MAI
H.O.R.S.E. : a game of basketball and imagination / Christopher Myers. Easy MYE
Creepy carrots! / words Aaron Reynolds ; pictures Peter Brown. Easy REY
The birthday box = Mi caja de cumpleaños / Leslie Patricelli. Easy PAT
Catch a dragon / by Mary Caldwell.  East CAL
That’s how! / Christoph Niemann. Easy NIE
The astonishing secret of Awesome Man / by Michael Chabon ;
illustrated by Jake Parker. Easy CHA
Hey, Rabbit! / Sergio Ruzzier.  Easy RUS
Every cowgirl needs a horse / Rebecca Janni ; illustrated by Lynne Avril.  Easy JAN
The tyrannosaurus game / by Steven Kroll ; illustrated by S.D. Schindler.  Easy KRO
My garden / Kevin Henkes. Easy HEN
The purple kangaroo / written by Michael Ian Black and
illustrated by Peter Brown. Easy BLA
Zoomer / written & illustrated by Ned Young. Easy YOU
Madlenka, soccer star / Peter Sís. Easy SIS
There's going to be a baby / John Burningham; Helen Oxenbury. Easy BUR
Little Fox goes to the end of the world / by Ann Tompert;
illustrated by Laura J. Bryant. Easy TOM
Skippyjon Jones / Judy Schachner. Easy SCH
Lulu loves stories / McQuinn, Anna. Easy MCQ
Higher! higher! / Leslie Patricelli. Easy PAT
If I were a jungle animal / Amanda Ellery; illustrated by Tom Ellery. Easy ELL
Can you make a scary face? / by Jan Thomas. Easy THO
Firefighter Ted / by Andrea Beaty and Pascal Lemaitre. Easy BEA
Spells / Emily Griebitt [i.e. Gravett]. Easy GRI
Ladybug Girl and Bumblebee Boy / [text] by David Soman and
Jacky Davis; [pictures by David Soman.] Easy SOM
Danny's drawing book / Sue Heap. Easy HEA
How I learned geography / Uri Shulevitz. Easy SHU
Henry's amazing imagination! / Nancy Carlson. Easy CAR
Ik voel een voet! English / Rinck, Maranke. Easy RIN
We're going on a lion hunt / adapted by Margery Cuyler;
illustrated by Joe Mathieu. Easy CUY
If I could / written by Nancy Sweetland; illustrated by Robert Sweetland;
[translated by Queta Fernandez] = Si yo pudiera / escrito por Nancy
Sweetland; ilustrado por Robert Sweetland; [traduccion al espagnol
de Queta Fernandez]. Easy SWE
Pirate treasure hunt! / by Jan Peck; illustrated by Adrian Tans. Easy PEC
Max's dragon / Kate Banks; pictures by Boris Kulikov. Easy BAN
Dragon dancing / by Carole Lexa Schaefer; illustrated by Pierr Morgan. Easy SCH
Fire engine man / Andrea Zimmerman & David Clemenha. Easy ZIM
Scribble / Deborah Freedman. Easy FRE
Go to bed, monster! / written by Natasha Wing; illustrated by Sylvie Kantorovitz. Easy WIN
Someday. Spanish / McGhee, Alison. Easy MCG
Making grizzle grow / by Rachna Gilmore; ill. by Leslie Elizabeth Watts. Easy GIL
Bee frog / Martin Waddell; illustrated by Barbara Firth. Easy WAD
King of things. Spanish & English / Rodriguez, Artemio. Easy ROD
Pinky Dinky Doo : think pink! / by Jim Jinkins. Easy JIN
Superlapin. Spanish / Blake, Stephanie. Easy BLA
Beverly Billingsly takes the cake / Alexander Stadler. Easy STA
Imagine a day / written by Sarah L. Thomson; paintings by Rob Gonsalves. Easy THO
Noises at night / Beth Raisner Glass and Susan Lubner; illustrated by Bruce Whatley. Easy GLA
Meggie Moon / Elizabeth Baguley; illustrated by Gregoire Mabire. Easy BAG
Your pal Mo Willems presents Leonardo the terrible monster /
[text and illustrations by] Mo Willems. Easy WIL
The incredible peepers of Penelope Budd / Marie Karns; illustrated by Amy Wummer. Easy KAR
A dark and noisy night : a silly thriller with Peggy the pig / Lisa Thiesing. Easy THI
Jordan's silly sick day. Spanish / Fontes, Justine. Easy FON
Captain Flinn and the pirate dinosaurs / written by Giles Andreea;
illustrated by Russell Ayto. Easy AND
Alexander's pretending day / by Bunny Crumpacker ;
illustrated by Dan Andreasen. Easy CRU
What Eddie can do / Wilfried Gebhard. Easy GEB
Alice the fairy / David Shannon. Easy SHA
Pinky Dinky Doo : where are my shoes? / by Jim Jinkins. Easy JIN
This place in the snow / Rebecca Bond. Easy BON
A world of numbers / [by Laura Driscoll ; photos by HOT Animation]. Easy DRI
The dragon machine / written by Helen ward ; illustrated by Wayne Anderson. Easy WAR
Soledad sigh-sighs : story / Rigoberto González ; illustrations, Rosa Ibarra ;
translation, Jorge Argueta. Easy GON
Skippyjon Jones / Judy Schachner. Easy SCH
On my way to buy eggs / written and illustrated by Chih-Yuan Chen. Easy CHE
Just go to bed / by Mercer Mayer. Easy MAY
Fire fighter Piggywiggy / Christyan and Diane Fox. Easy FOX
Just imagine with Barney / story concept by Richard Leach ;
written by Mary Shrode ; illustrated by Mary Grace Eubank. Easy SHR
I wish that I had duck feet, by Theo. LeSieg. Illustrated by B. Tobey. Easy SEU

Intolerance:
Skin I'm in. Spanish Easy THO

Jealousy:
Do you still love me? / Charlotte Middleton.
Middleton, Charlotte. Easy MID
Silly chicken / by Rukhsana Khan ; pictures by Yunmee Kyong. Easy KHA
When I feel jealous / written by Cornelia Maude Spelman ;
illustrated by Kathy Parkinson. Easy SPE
Yertle the Turtle and other stories. Spanish. Seuss, Dr. Easy SEU
Flat Stanley and the haunted house / created by Jeff Brown ; by Lori Haskins Houran
pictures by Macky Pamintuan. Easy BRO

Loneliness:
When a pet dies / by Fred Rogers ; photographs by Jim Judkis.
Rogers, Fred. Easy ROG
Raf / Anke de Vries & Charlotte Dematons. Easy VRI
The dog who belonged to no one / by Amy Hest ; illustrated by Amy Bates. Easy HES
Gingerbread friends / Jan Brett. Easy BRE
Cold paws, warm heart / Madeleine Floyd. Easy FLO
Sleep tight, Little Bear! / Martin Waddell ; illustrated by Barbara Firth. Easy WAD
Monsters party all night long / by Adam J.B. Lane. Easy LAN
Soledad sigh-sighs : story / Rigoberto González ; illustrations, Rosa Ibarra ;
translation, Jorge Argueta. Easy GON
There once was a puffin / Florence Page Jaques ; illustrated by Shari Halpern. Easy JAQ

Obesity:
The edible pyramid : good eating every day / written & illustrated by Loreen Leedy. Easy LEE
¡Cataplof! / [texto], Victoria Pérez Escrivá ; y [ilustraciones], Claudia Ranucci. Easy PER

Monsters:
Moopy the underground monster. English & Spanish. Easy MEI
Three Claws the mountain monster. English & Spanish. Meister, Cari. Easy MEI
Ora the sea monster. English & Spanish. Meister, Cari. Easy MEI
Snorp the city monster. English & Spanish. Meister, Cari. Easy MEI
The monsters' monster / Patrick McDonnell. Easy MCD
Ten little beasties / Rebecca Emberley and Ed Emberley. Easy EMB
The Patterson puppies and the midnight monster party / Leslie Patricelli. Easy PAT
Monster day at work / Sarah Dyer. Easy DYE
Monsters can share / illustrated by Tom Brannon. Easy BRA
The scariest monster in the world / Lee Weatherly & Algy Craig Hall. Easy WEA
How to potty train your monster / by Kelly DiPucchio; illustrated by Mike Moon. Easy DIP
Over in the hollow / by Rebecca Dickinson; illustrated by S. Britt. Easy DIC
Night of the Veggie Monster / George McClements. Easy MCC
Stinky: a toon book / by Eleanor Davis. Easy DAV
Goodnight goon: a petrifying parody / Michael Rex. Easy REX
The monster who did my math / written by Danny Schnitzlein;
illustrated by Bill Mayer. Easy MAY
Go to bed, monster! / written by Natasha Wing; illustrated by Sylvie Kantorovitz. Easy WIN
Making grizzle grow / by Rachna Gilmore; ill. by Leslie Elizabeth Watts. Easy GIL
Henry and Mudge and the big sleepover: the twenty-eighth book of their adventures /
by Cynthia Rylant. Easy RYL
Jitterbug jam / Barbara Jean Hicks; pictures by Alexis Deacon. Easy HIC
Your pal Mo Willems presents Leonardo the terrible monster /
[text and illustrations by] Mo Willems. Easy WIL
Little Monster's book of numbers / Frances Thomas & Ross Collins. Easy THO
Little Monster's book of opposites / Frances Thomas & Ross Collins. Easy THO
Au lit, petit monstre. French. Easy RAM
Este monstruo me suena -- = This monster rings a bell -- / Gabriela Keselman;
[ilustraciones], Emilio Urberuaga; [traducción al inglés, Janis Greenspan;
adaptación del castellano, Teresa Mlawer]. Easy KES
What a tantrum! = Vaya rabieta / Mireille d'Allancé; [Spanish translation by Julia Vinent;
English translation Esther Sarfatti]. Easy ALL
The story of Frog Belly Rat Bone / Timothy Basil Ering. Easy EIR
Dogzilla: starring Flash, Rabies, and Dwayne and introducing Leia as the Monster /
written and directed by Dav Pilkey. Easy PIL
Retour du monstre poilu. Spanish El regreso del monstruo peludo /
Henriette Bichonnier; ilustraciones, Pef; traducción, Juan Ramón Azaola. Easy BIC
Amanda pig and the awful, scary monster / Jean Van Leeuwen;
pictures by Ann Schweniger. Easy VAN

Nutrition:
The edible pyramid: good eating every day / written & illustrated by Loreen Leedy.
Leedy, Loreen. Easy LEE
Showdown at the food pyramid: written and illustrated by Rex Barron. Easy BA

Sadness:
El lorito pelón / por Hilda Perera; ilustraciones Rapi Diego, Martha Flores.
Perera, Hilda, 1926-. Easy PER
Tear thief. Spanish. Easy DUF
Misery Moo / Jeanne Willis and Tony Ross. Easy WIL
I'll always love you / by Hans Wilhelm. Easy WIL
When a pet dies / by Fred Rogers; photographs by Jim Judkis. Easy ROG
At daddy's on Saturdays / Linda Walvoord Girard; illustrations by Judith Friedman. Easy GIR

Shame:
Tear thief. Spanish. Easy DUF

Shyness:
Miss Mingo and the first day of school/ Amy Harper. E. HAR
Dear Bunny / by Michaela Morgan; illustrated by Caroline Jayne Church. Easy MOR
Strangers:
- Roonie B. Moonie: lost and alone. Spanish Cain, Janan. Easy CAI
- Who Bob what pants? / adapted by Emily Sollinger; illustrated by Stephen Reed. Easy SOL
- Wo die schaluppen glitzern. Spanish Donde brillan las chalupas /
  Nele Moost, Jutta Bucker. Easy MOO
- Safe at home with Pooh / Kathleen W. Zoehfeld; illustrated by Robbin Cuddy. Easy ZOE
- Your body belongs to you / Cornelia Spelman; illustrated by Teri Weidner. Easy SPE

Stepfamilies
- Oh, brother! / Nikki Grimes; illustrations by Mike Benny. Grimes, Nikki. Easy GRI
- There's only one of me! / by Pat Hutchins. Easy HUT
- Stepfamilies / Fred Rogers; photographs by Jim Judkis. Easy ROG

Trust:
- The blue house dog / Deborah Blumenthal; illustrated by Adam Gustavson. Easy BLU
- The cat who wouldn't come inside: based on a true story / by Cynthia von Buhler. Easy BUH
- My mama says there aren't any zombies, ghosts, vampires, creatures, demons, monsters, fiends, goblins, or things / Judith Viorst; drawings by Kay Chorao. Easy VIO

Thankfulness:
- Gracias / por Pat Mora; ilustraciones por John Parra; traducción por Adriana Domínguez = Thanks / by Pat Mora; illustrations by John Parra; translation by Adriana Domínguez. Easy VIO